More remarks and questions on transseries. In particular we deal with the system of ratio sets and grids used in the grid-based formulation of transseries. This involves a "witness" concept that keeps track of the ratios required for each computation. There are, at this stage, questions and missing proofs in the development.
Introduction
Most of the definitions and computations with transseries found in [7] (see "Review" below) were done in the "grid-based" setting. But often the use of the ratio set was just a hint or an aside. Here we will carry out these constructions more completely. This is also an attempt to derive results in a manner continuing the elementary approach of [7] . So in some cases I am attempting alternate proofs for results that already exist in the literature.
Witnesses and Generators
If A ≺ µ B, we may say that µ is a witness for A ≺ B, or that µ witnesses A ≺ B. A given pair A, B may of course have many different witnesses. If m, n ∈ G and m ≺ n, then it is witnessed by the singleton {m/n}. Similarly, if A µ B, we say µ is a witness for A B; if A ≍ µ B, we say µ is a witness for A ≍ B.
For some purposes (such as computer algebra calculation) it may be desirable to provide a witness for every assertion A ≺ B. In [7] we talked of keeping track of generators, and providing addenda for the set of generators. Here, we will be doing this more systematically.
Other "witness" terminology: If A ⊆ G is a subgrid, we say that α is a witness for A if A ⊆ gα * , where g = max A. Theorem 2.4 says that every subgrid has a witness. (And of course this is the reason we call it the Subgrid Witness Theorem.) If T ∈ T, then we say that α is a witness for T if α is a witness for supp T in the sense just defined. Thus: if T = 0, then α is a witness for T if and only if α is a witness for T mag T . That is, α is a witness for ag(1 + S) [where a ∈ R, a = 0, g ∈ G, S ∈ T, S ≺ 1] iff S ≺ α 1. Given µ with supp T ⊆ J µ,m , to produce a witness for T we may need to augment µ with a smallness addendum for S. Also note the extreme case: if A = {g} is a singleton, then ∅ witnesses A.
For a subgrid A ⊆ G we will say µ generates A iff A ⊆ J µ,m for some m. And for a transseries A we will say µ generates A iff µ generates supp A. There are two conditions: (i) µ generates A (ii) µ witnesses A They are related but not the same. If µ witnesses A, we may need to add a generator for the monomial mag A to get a generator for A. On the other hand, the usual example 1 + xe −x is generated by {x −1 , e −x } but not witnessed by it. A witness can be obtained using a smallness addendum xe −x .
Notation 2.7. T β denotes the set of transseries generated by β; α T denotes the set of transseries witnessed by α; α T β denotes the set of transseries witnessed by α and generated by β.
Remark 2.8. Closure properties. (See Section 3.) The set T β is closed under sums and products, but in general not quotients. The set α T is closed under products and quotients; but in general not sums. The set α T β is closed under products, but in general not sums or quotents. The set α T α is closed under products and quotents, but in general not sums.
Example 2.9. If A ∼ B and B ≺ µ C, it need not follow that A ≺ µ C. For example: µ = {x −1 , e −x }, A = x −1 + xe −x , B = x −1 , C = 1. Proposition 2.10. Let A, B, C ∈ T and let µ be a ratio set. If A ∼ B, B ≺ µ C and µ witnesses A, then A ≺ µ C.
Proof. Let a ∈ supp A. Then a µ mag A = mag B ≺ µ C.
Example 2.11. If A ≺ µ B and B ∼ C, it need not follow that A ≺ µ C. For example: µ = {x −1 , e −x }, A = xe −x , B = 1 + x 2 e −x , C = 1.
Proposition 2.12. Let A, B, C ∈ T and let µ be a ratio set. If A ≺ µ B, B ∼ C, and µ witnesses B, then A ≺ µ C.
Proof. Let a ∈ supp A. Then there is b ∈ supp B with a ≺ µ b µ mag B = mag C.
A natural partial order for ratio sets is inclusion of the generated semigroups. Let α, β be ratio sets. The following are equivalent:
Exponent Subgrids
Lemma 2.13 (Support Lemma). If U 1 , · · · , U n ∈ R G , then among the linear combinations
there are only finitely many different magnitudes.
Proof. There are at most n different magnitudes among the real linear combinations of U 1 , · · · , U n . Indeed, the set of real linear combinations has dimension at most n. If possible, let V 1 , · · · , V n+1 be linear combinations of U 1 , · · · , U n with mag V 1 > mag V 2 > · · · > mag V n+1 . Then, since they are linearly dependent, there is some k such that V k belongs to the linear span of {V k+1 , · · · , V n+1 }. But then mag V k ≤ max{mag V k+1 , · · · , mag V n+1 }, a contradiction.
Lemma 2.14. Let A ⊆ G be a subgrid. Let A 1 := supp L where the union is over all L such that e L ∈ A. Then A 1 ⊂ G large is also a subgrid.
Proof. There is µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n } and m ∈ Z n with A ⊆ J µ,m . Write µ i = e L i , where L i ∈ R G is purely large. Then for any e L ∈ A, the logarithm L belongs to
is contained in a finite union of subgrids and is therefore a subgrid itself.
Definition 2.15. Call A 1 the exponent subgrid of A.
There is a variant for use with log-free transseries and subgrids. is also a subgrid.
Proof. There is µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n } and m ∈ Z n with A ⊆ J µ,m . Write
where b i ∈ R and L i ∈ R G • is purely large. Proceed as before.
Remark 2.17. Let A be a log-free subgrid. If A ⊂ G N , N ≥ 1, then
Definition 2.18. Call A 1 the log-free exponent subgrid of A. If T ∈ T • , then the log-free exponent subgrid of supp T is also called the log-free exponent subgrid of T . If µ ⊂ G small
• is a ratio set, it is a finite set, so it is a subgrid. So we will sometimes refer to the log-free exponent subgrid of a ratio set µ (which is equal to the log-free exponent subgrid of any grid J µ,m ).
Definition 2.19. An exponent generator for a subgrid A ⊂ G • is a ratio set α such that: α is contained in the subgroup generated by the log-free exponent subgrid of A and L ∈ T α for all L with x b e L ∈ A. We say "an" exponent generator since there is more than one possibility. Of course, if A ⊂ G N , then α ⊂ G N −1 .
Heredity Addendum
A "heredity addendum" is mentioned in [7] . Now we will discuss it more fully. Definition 2.20. Let B ⊆ G • be a log-free subgrid. Then B is hereditary iff, for all x b e L ∈ B with b ∈ R and L ∈ T purely large log-free, we have supp L ⊆ B.
Proposition 2.21. Let A ⊆ G • be a log-free subgrid. There is a hereditary log-free subgrid B such that B ⊇ A and the height of B is the same as the height of A.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the height. Suppose first that A has height 0, so
Now suppose A ⊆ G N , N > 0, and the result is known for height N − 1. Let A 1 be the log-free exponent subgrid of A. So A 1 ⊆ G N −1 , and there is a hereditarty log-free subgrid
So B is hereditary. This completes the induction.
Remark 2.22. Let A and B be hereditary log-free subgrids. Then A∪B and A·B∪A∪B are also hereditary log-free subgrids.
then J µ,m is hereditary for some m, and in that case we may abuse the above terminology and say simply that µ is hereditary.
Proposition 2.24. Let µ be a hereditary log-free ratio set. Let
Proof. We first consider xT ′ . This is proved by induction on the height. First consider height 0. If
Assume it is true for height
Next consider (xT ) ′ . We have (xT ) ′ = T + xT ′ , and both terms have support in J µ , so also supp((xT ) ′ ) ⊆ J µ .
In case x −1 ∈ J µ , when we have supp(xT ′ ) ⊆ J µ we will also get supp(T ′ ) ⊆ J µ .
Beginning Witnesses
We begin with the basic things to be checked concerning the ratio sets. Some of them were already spelled out in [7] . 
Multiply Far-Greater Relations
It was noted in [7] that A ≺ µ B need not imply AS ≺ µ BS, even if µ generates A, B, S. The "witness" concept can overcome this.
Proof. Let m ∈ supp(AS). Then there exist a 0 ∈ supp A and g 0 ∈ supp S with m = a 0 g 0 . There is b 0 ∈ supp B with a 0 ≺ µ b 0 . Let
which exist because these supports are well ordered. Now we have assumed that µ witnesses either B or S. The two cases are similar, so assume µ witnesses S. Then g 1 = mag S. Let n = b 1 g 1 . I claim n ∈ supp(BS). Assume not: it must be because of cancellation in the product BS. So there exist b 2 ∈ supp B and g 2 ∈ supp S so that
, which contradicts the maximiality of b 1 . This contradiction shows that n ∈ supp(BS). Now
The second assertion is proved similarly.
Example 3.7. False in general:
(It is true for monomials.) Take µ = {x −1 , e −x }. Then
, and
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.6 twice:
Laurent Series
If α witnesses S and S ≺ α 1, then α witnesses (and generates) the sum A =
If the "leading coefficient" c p 1 p 2 ...pm is not zero, then β := m j=1 α j witnesses A. But as with a finite sum, an addendum may be required in general. Proof. Write A = ae L (1+S) [with a ∈ R, a = 0, L purely large, S small] so α witnesses S ≺ 1, and
Remark 3.10. A generator for A b is α ∪ {e ±bL }, the sign chosen so that the monomial is small. If bL < 0, then α ∪ {e bL } witnesses A b ≺ 1.
Remark 3.11. Let α be a ratio set. Then { A ∈ T : A = 0, α witnesses A } is closed under products and quotients.
Logarithm and Exponential
Proposition 3.12. Let A = ae L (1 + S), where a ∈ R, a > 0, L is purely large, S is small. If α witnesses L and β witnesses S ≺ 1, then
Also: µ generates log A; β witnesses small(log A) ≺ 1; if A ∼ 1, then β witnesses log A ≺ 1; if A ≍ 1, then β witnesses and generates log A.
Note: If A ≍ 1, then log A ≻ 1. 
Series
If S = A i is µ-convergent, then of course there is a witness for S. But is there a single witness for all the terms A i ? In general, there is no such witness.
Example 3.14. Let µ = {x −1 , e −x } and for j ∈ N let A j = x −2j + x −j−1 e −x :
Of course S = A j is µ-convergent, since in that sum each monomial occurs at most once. And µ witnesses S. Now A j = x −2j 1 + x j−1 e −x , so if α witnesses A j , then x j−1 e −x ≺ α 1. But since the set x j−1 e −x : j ∈ N is not well-ordered, it is not contained in any grid, and in particular it is not contained in α + .
Geometric Convergence
There is a "more rapid" type of convergence for series (and sequences). Compare it to "pseudo convergence" commonly used in valuation theory [9] . The terms of the series decrease at a rate specified by a ratio set µ.
[The "ratio" in the name comes from this usage: the ratio of consecutive terms in a series.]
Definition 3.15. Let µ be a ratio set. Let A j ∈ T for j ∈ N. The series ∞ j=1 A j is said to be µ-geometrically convergent if µ witnesses A j and A j ≻ µ A j+1 for all j.
A series is said to be geometrically convergent if it is µ-geometrically convergent for some µ.
Example 3.14 is convergent but not geometrically convergent.
Proposition 3.16. Assume
A j is µ-geometrically convergent. Then: All A j are supported by the subgrid (mag A 1 )µ * . The series A j converges in the point-finite sense. The sum S = A j is witnessed by µ and S ∼ A 1 . Definition 3.17. A sequence S j , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · is said to be µ-geometrically Cauchy if µ witnesses S j+1 − S j and S j+1 − S j ≻ µ S j − S j−1 for all j. (Compare this to the usual "pseudo Cauchy" [9] .) This means the series ∞ j=1 (S j+1 − S j ) is µ-geometrically convergent in the sense above. And of course S j converges in the asymptotic (Costin) topology.
Definition 3.18. Let S j , S ∈ T. We say the sequence S j is µ-geometrically convergent to S if µ witnesses S − S j and S − S j ≻ µ S − S j+1 for all j. (It follows that S j → S. Of course S j − S ∼ S j − S j+1 follows, so this is also pseudo convergence.) Proposition 3.19. Let S j be µ-geometrically Cauchy. Then there is S so that S j converges µ-geometrically to S.
A j , which is µ-geometrically convergent, so µ witnesses S −S n and S −S n ∼ A n+1 . Also S −S n ∼ A n+1 ≻ µ S −S n+1 , so S − S n ≻ µ S − S n+1 by Proposition 2.12.
Remark 3.20. The usual version of this in valuation theory would be: the series A j is pseudo Cauchy iff A j ≻ A j+1 for all j. The sequence S n is pseudo Cauchy iff S j − S j−1 ≻ S j+1 − S j for all j. (This is often also used for sequences indexed by ordinals.) The sequence S j is pseudo convergent to S iff S − S j ∼ S j+1 − S j for all j. This will be the useful notion only for well based transseries spaces. For example, ∞ j=1 x − log n is pseudo Cauchy, but its sum is not grid based. Also: pseudo convergence does not imply convergence (in any of the three senses of [8, Sec. 6] ). For example S j = x −j e x + x j e −x is pseudo convergent to 0. Also, in the well- Lemma 3.21 (Summation Lemma). Let µ ⊂ G small be a ratio set. Assume µ witnesses V , the series S = B j converges µ-geometrically, µ witnesses A j , and A j ∼ B j V for j = 1, 2, 3, · · · . Then T = A j converges µ-geometrically and T ∼ SV .
Proof. By definition µ witnesses B j and B j ≻ µ B j+1 for all j. By Proposition 3.3 µ witnesses B j V . By Proposition 3.6 µ witnesses
, and by Propositions 2.10 and 2.12,
Geometric Convergence of Multiple Series
Geometric convergence of series adapts well to multiple series.
Definition 3.22. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. An n-fold multiple series is a series indexed by N n :
Let µ be a ratio set. We say the n-fold multiple series A p is µ-geometrically convergent iff: µ witnesses A p for all p ∈ N n , A 0 = 0, and for all p, q ∈ N n , if p < q, A p = 0, and
Remark 3.23. A grid-based transseries is, of course, the primary example of this. Let Lemma 3.25 (Multiple Summation Lemma). Let µ ⊂ G small be a ratio set. Assume µ witnesses V , the series S = B p converges µ-geometrically, µ witnesses A p , and
The proof of Lemma 3.21 adapts with no difficulty.
Derivative
[7, Prop. 3.114(a)] states m ≺ n =⇒ m ′ ≺ n ′ for monomials m, n. Here is the "witness" version.
Proposition 4.1. Let µ ⊂ G small be a ratio set. Then there is a ratio set α such that:
Proof. (I) We begin with the case where µ ⊆ G small N,−1 , N ≥ 1. That is, every monomial µ i ∈ µ has the form e L i with L i ∈ R G N −1 purely large and log-free. Order
By the Support Lemma 2.13, { mag(Q) : Q ∈ W } is a finite set of monomials. So we may define α so that α * ⊇ µ and: (c) Now let m, n ∈ J µ with m ≺ µ n and n = 1. Say m = µ p , n = µ q , with p > q in Z n . The derivatives are:
and the claim follows from (iii). In the other case
Let j be largest such that
This shows m ′ ≺ α mag(n ′ ) and thus that m ′ ≺ α n ′ .
(II) Now let µ be any ratio set. Say
where we identify g • log m ∈ G n,m with (g • exp) • log m+1 ∈ G n+1,m+1 , this includes the general case. Given such µ, define
So by (I) α generates and witnesses m ′ , and therefore α generates and witnesses m ′ • log M . But
and log ′ M ∈ α, so α generates and witnesses m ′ . (c) Now let m, n ∈ J µ with m ≺ µ n and n = 1. Then m = m • log M , n = n • log M , where m, n ∈ Jμ with m ≺μ n, n = 1. So by (I) we have m ′ ≺α n ′ . Therefore
as required.
Definition 4.2. We will say that α is a derivative addendum for µ.
Computations from this proof: 
For example, if µ = {x −1 }, then there is no finite ratio set α such that (x −1 n) ′ ≺ α n ′ for all n ∈ G. We can see this by considering n = exp k for k = 1, 2, 3, · · · . 
There is a grid J µ,m that supports all T i , so by Remark 4.6 there is a grid J α, e m that supports all T ′ i . So it remains to show that the series T ′ i is point-finite. Suppose, to the contrary, that there is g such that A = { i ∈ I : g ∈ supp(T ′ i ) } is infinite. For i ∈ A there is n ∈ supp(T i ) with g ∈ supp(n ′ ). Since T i is point-finite, there are infinitely many different n ∈ supp(T i ) with g ∈ supp(n ′ ). This is contained in a grid J µ,m , so there is an infinite sequence n 1 ≻ µ n 2 ≻ µ · · · of such monomials. (Of course 1 is not in this sequence.) But then by Proposition 4.1,
, · · · is point-finite by [7, Prop. 4.17] . So in fact g cannot belong to all of them. This contradiction completes the proof. Proposition 4.8. Let µ be a ratio set, and let α be a derivative addendum for µ as defined in Proposition 4.1. For all S, T ∈ T µ , if S ≺ µ T , T ≍ 1, and µ witnesses T , then
Example 4.9. The hypothesis "µ witnesses T " cannot be omitted in Proposition 4.8. Let µ = {x −1 , e −x }. Consider S = x −1 and T = x −j e x + 1 for any j ∈ N. We have µ witnesses and generates S, µ generates T , but µ does not witness T . Of course S ≺ µ T since x −1 ≺ µ 1. Compute
Now assume there is a ratio set α such that S ′ ≺ α T ′ for all j ∈ N. This would mean
belongs to α + for all j, which is impossible since α + is well-ordered for the reverse of ≺.
Proposition 4.10. Let µ be a ratio set, and let α be a derivative addendum for µ as defined in Proposition 4.1. If µ generates T then α generates T ′ . If µ generates and witnesses T and T ≍ 1, then α witnesses T ′ .
Proof. Assume µ generates T . If m ∈ supp T , then m ∈ J µ , so supp m ′ ⊆ J α by Proposition 4.1(b). This holds for all m ∈ supp T , so supp T ′ ⊆ J α . That is, α generates T ′ . Now assume µ generates and witnesses T and T ≍ 1. Let g ∈ supp(T ′ ). Then g ∈ supp(m ′ ) for some m ∈ supp(T ). Now µ witnesses T , so m µ mag(T ). Then by 
Even more is true: There is no ratio set α such that α witnesses T ′ for all T witnessed by {x
with j, k ∈ N, while there exist pairs (j, k) ∈ N 2 with j − k √ 2 negative but as close as we like to 0. Proposition 4.12. Let µ be a ratio set, and let α be a derivative addendum for µ. Assume series ∞ j=1 A j is µ-geometrically convergent, µ generates A 1 , and
Proof. Now µ witnesses and generates all A j , so α witnesses
Proposition 4.13. Let µ be a ratio set, and let α be a derivative addendum for µ. Assume multiple series A p is µ-geometrically convergent, µ generates A 0 , and
Composition
Now we will consider a composition T •S = T (S). Here T, S ∈ P are large and positive. Let L be purely large (so that g = e L is a monomial). By 3.13, a witness for g • S = e L•S is a witness for small(L • S) ≺ 1. A ratio set for e L•S may be constructed as this witness together with one more monomial e ± large(L•S) .
where L i is purely large and negative. For each i, let α i be a witness for small(
where L i is purely large and negative. For each i, let α i be a witness for small(L i • S) ≺ 1 and
The ratio set β is called the Scomposition addendum for µ.
Of course α and β depend on µ and on S. The dependence on S is not simply on a ratio set or a witness for S, however.
Remark 5.3. According to the construction given, if β is the S-composition addendum for µ, then β • log := { b • log : b ∈ β } is the S • log-composition addendum for µ. And β • exp is the S • exp-composition addendum for µ. But in general it may not be true that β • U is the S • U -composition addendum for µ. The difference is that when L is purely large, L • U need not be.
Now any witness for S is a witness for U ≺ 1, so a witness for small(L i • S) ≺ 1. So we may take α any witness for S. And e large(L i •S) = e b i A is a monomial. So for β add these n monomials to α.
Example 5.5. A special case we need later. Not only µ ⊂ G 0 but S = x + B where B ≺ x. Then for α we need a witness for S, which is to say a witness for B ≺ x. And for β we need to add mag(S) b i = x b i = µ i . So the S-composition addendum for µ in this case is: µ itself together with a witness for B ≺ x.
Proposition 5.6. Let µ be a ratio set, let S ∈ P, let α be as in Definition 5.1, and let β be an S-composition addendum as in Definition 5.2. Then (i) α witnesses m(S) for all m ∈ J µ ; (ii) β generates m(S) for all m ∈ J µ ; (iii) if m ∈ G and m ≺ µ 1, then m(S) ≺ β 1; (iv) if m, n ∈ G and m ≺ µ n, then m(S) ≺ β n(S).
is purely large, c is a constant, and B = small(L i • S) is small. Of course B ≺ α 1 by the definition of α. Then µ i (S) = e A+c+B = e A e c e B . But e A is a monomial, e c is a constant,
Therefore α is a witness for µ i (S). By 3.9 α witnesses 1/µ i (S). By Proposition 3.2 α witnesses µ k (S) for all k ∈ Z n . This proves (i).
Next note that e A ∈ β by the definition of β. Therefore β generates µ i (S) for all i, and β generates µ k (S). This proves (ii). Also e A ≺ β 1 by the definition of β, so
(S). This proves (iv). (Note:
We did not assume m, n ∈ J µ ; we did not assume that β witnesses n • S.) Proposition 5.8. Let µ be a ratio set, let S ∈ P, and let β be an S-composition addendum as in Definition 5.2. Let i∈I T i be µ-convergent.
Proof. There is a grid J µ,m that supports all T i , so by Remark 5.7 there is a grid J β, e m that supports all T i • S. So it remains to show that the series (T i • S) is point-finite. Suppose, to the contrary, that there is g such that A = { i ∈ I : g ∈ supp(T i • S) } is infinite. For i ∈ A there is n ∈ supp(T i ) with g ∈ supp(n • S). Since T i is pointfinite, there are infinitely many different n ∈ supp(T i ) with g ∈ supp(n • S). This is contained in a grid J µ,m so there is an infinite sequence n 1 ≻ µ n 2 ≻ µ · · · of such monomials. But then by Proposition 5.6, 
Proof. (i) Let g ∈ supp(T • S).
There is m ∈ supp T with g ∈ supp(m • S). Now m ∈ J µ , so supp(m • S) ⊆ J β .
(ii) Write T = ag · (1 + U ) be the canonical multiplicative decomposition. Then T (S) = ag(S) · (1 + U (S)). Since µ witnesses T , we have U ≺ µ 1. So U (S) S) . So β witnesses the product T (S) = ag(S) · (1 + U (S)).
(iii) Let g ∈ supp A(S). There is m ∈ supp(A) with g ∈ supp m(S). Next, A ≺ µ B, so there is n ∈ supp(B) with m ≺ µ n. And µ witnesses B, so n µ mag(B). Thus m ≺ µ mag(B). Therefore m(S) ≺ β mag(B)(S) so there is b ∈ supp(mag(B)(S)) with g ≺ β b. Now µ generates B, so mag(B) ∈ J µ , so β witnesses mag(B)(S). So b β mag(mag(B)(S)) = mag(B(S)). Thus g ≺ β mag(B(S)). This shows that A(S) ≺ β B(S).
Proposition 5.10. Let µ be a ratio set, let S ∈ P, and let β be an S-composition addendum
Proposition 5.11. Let µ be a ratio set, let S ∈ P, and let β be an S-composition addendum for µ. Assume multiple series A p converges µ-geometrically and µ generates A 0 . Then A p (S) converges β-geometrically.
Grid-Based Operator?
Composition is not a "grid-based operator" of its right-hand argument in the sense of [11, p. 122] . Consider
In fact, for our argument we will use only a j ∈ {0, 1}. First let us compute T • S. Writing s = ∞ j=1 a j x −j , we have
a transseries with support (contained in) x −j e x : j = 0, 1, · · · . So e S is purely large. Next, T • S = e −e S , which is a monomial. For each subset E ⊆ {1, 2, 3, · · · }, if S = x + j∈E x −j , then we get a monomial m E = T • S. Since logarithm exists for transseries, the set E can be recovered from m E , so there are uncountably many monomials m E of this kind. Now what would it mean if Φ(Y ) := T • (x + Y ) were a grid-based operator on R M , where M is a set of monomials containing x −j , j ∈ N? Say Φ = i Φ i , where
and these are point-finite sums. There are countably many termsΦ i x −j 1 , · · · , x −j i , and each involves only countably many monomials. So since there are uncountably many sets E, there are in fact monomials m E that are in none of these supports, and thus is not in the support of any Φ j∈E x −j .
Inverse
Let µ be a ratio set, let S ∈ P and let T be inverse to S so that T • S = S • T = x. We would like "composition addendum" construction also to be inverse. It doesn't happen directly. But perhaps there is something almost as good.
Question 5.12. Are there ratio sets α, β so that α * ⊇ µ, β is an S-composition addendum for α and α is a T -composition addendum for β? In particular: Using the construction of Definition 5.2, let β be composition addendum for µ, then α composition addendum for β. Does it automatically happen that β is composition addendum for α? If not two steps, does it stabilize in three?
Fixed Point
The fixed point theorem in [7, Prop. 4 .22] (which comes from Costin [2] for example) uses a ratio set µ in an essential way. And it was a main reason for the extent of the use of ratio sets in that paper. But here we will discuss "fixed point" again.
Here is a "geometric convergence" version that is sometimes useful but does not fit as a special case of [7, Prop. 4 .22]. 
Then there is S ∈ A with S = Φ(S).
Proof. First, choose T 0 ∈ A, using (d). Then recursively define T j+1 = Φ(T j ) for j ∈ N. Now α witnesses T 0 and T 1 − T 0 . By (a), α witnesses all T j . By (b), α witnesses all
So by Proposition 3.19 T j converges α-geometrically to some S. So S ∈ A and α witnesses S − T j for all j. Now (S − T j ) is point-finite, so by (c) (Φ(S) − T j+1 ) is also point-finite, so T j+1 → Φ(S). Therefore S = Φ(S).
The usual uniqueness proof does not work with these hypotheses. tsupp Definition 7.1. We associate to each ratio set µ a subgrid tsupp µ. [I was using lsupp µ for this at first, but it seems that is not quite right. I write here something that works in the proofs, but perhaps it is sometimes larger than really needed.] This is defined recursively: (i) For non-monomials: If T ∈ T, then define tsupp T = g∈supp T tsupp g, and verify that it is a subgrid.
Witnessed Taylor's Theorem

A simple version of Taylor's Theorem will approximate T (S + U ) by T (S) + T ′ (S) · U when U is small enough. Under the right conditions, we should have T (S +U )−T (S) ∼ T ′ (S)
Remark 7.3. Note that x −1 ∈ tsupp µ in every nontrivial case. Remark 7.5. If A is a subgrid, then there is a (finite!) ratio set α such that tsupp A = tsupp α. Simply choose α so that α ⊆ A ⊆ J α and apply the following. Proposition 7.6. Let A be a subgrid. Then g∈A tsupp g is a subgrid. If µ is a ratio set, then tsupp J µ = tsupp µ.
If g is log-free, then tsupp g is log-free. If g has depth M , then tsupp g has depth M .
Taylor Order 1
Taylor's Theorem of order 1 is the following:
This is proved below (Theorem 8.9).
Example 7.8. Not valid with lsupp in place of tsupp. Let T = log x, S = x, U = x. So lsupp T = {T ′ /T } = {1/(x log x)}. And (lsupp T ) · U ≺ 1. So
but log 2 ∼ 1.
Here tsupp T = {1/(x log x), 1/x} so we would require U ≺ x.
Remark 7.9. Below note: If A · U 1 ≺ β 1, and
Also note that we have not required that U 1 , U 2 are witnessed by β, only that they are generated by it, and their difference is witnessed by it.
Special Case
We will consider first the special case S = x of Taylor's Theorem of order 1. The special case is enough for the proof for the existence of compositional inverses in Theorem 8.1, which is used in turn for a general case of Taylor's Theorem.
This is proved below (Theorem 7.27). Here is the witnessed version of it.
Theorem 7.10 (Special Witnessed Taylor Order 1). Let µ ⊂ G be a ratio set. Then there is a ratio set α such that for all ratio sets β with β * ⊇ α, for all T ∈ µ T µ with T ≍ 1, and for all U 1 , U 2 ∈ T β with U 1 − U 2 ∈ β T and
This will be proved in several stages.
Proposition 7.11. In Theorem 7.10, if β satisfies (a) and (b) and β is a derivative addendum for µ, then β also satisies (c) and (d).
Proof. (c) From Proposition 4.10, since µ generates T we have β generates T ′ . Also β generates U 1 and U 2 , so it generates
Write A[µ, α] to mean: For all β with β * ⊇ α and for all T ∈ µ T µ with T ≍ 1, we have B[tsupp µ, β, T ].
So Theorem 7.10 says: for all µ there exists α such that A[µ, α].
Definition 7.12. Let µ, α ⊂ G • be a log-free ratio sets. We say (recursively) that α is a Taylor addendum for µ if: (a) α is a derivative addendum for µ;
(c) α is a Taylor addendum for µ, where µ is an exponent generator for µ. Begin the recursion by saying ∅ is a Taylor addendum for ∅.
Remark 7.13. If (c) holds for one exponent generator, then it also holds for any other exponent generator, since they generate the same subgroup of Jμ.
is a log-free ratio set. We say that α is a Taylor addendum for µ iff α • exp M is a Taylor addendum for µ. Assume N > 0 and the result holds for N − 1. Let µ be an exponent generator for µ. By the induction hypothesis, there is a Taylor addendum α for µ. Write µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n }, µ i = x b i e L i , and
supp L i and A ⊂ Jμ ⊂ G N −1 . From Lemma 2.13 there are only finitely many different magnitudes in W:
Let α be a ratio set such that α * ⊇ α, α is a derivative addendum for µ, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
Such a ratio set exists since there are only finitely many requirements. If x b e L is any element of J µ with L = 0, then mag L = g i for some i, so L ⊆ A i and L α g i so α generates and witnesses
Remark 7.16. Follow the construction to see: if µ ⊂ G N , then the Taylor addendum α may be chosen so that α ⊂ G N .
Proof. In the proof of B[A, β, T ], if T has a constant term it may be deleted, since that changes neither the hypothesis nor the conclusion. Let U 1 , U 2 ∈ T β with U 1 − U 2 ∈ β T, A · U 1 ≺ β 1, and A · U 2 ≺ β 1. Then for any term ag of T : β witnesses ag(x + U 1 ) − ag(x + U 2 ) and
Now the series T = ag (considered as a multiple series according to its grid, as in Remark 3.23) converges µ-geometrically, so T ′ = ag ′ converges β-geometrically by Proposition 4.13. So we may sum (1) using Lemma 3.25 to get:
Proposition 7.18. Let b ∈ R, b = 0, and let β be a ratio set. Then
Now β witnesses the fact that each term (j > 1) is ≺ the first term (j = 1), and β witnesses that first term (U 1 − U 2 )/x. So β witnesses the sum (
Corollary 7.19. Let µ ⊂ G small 0 be a ratio set. Let α be a ratio set such that α is a derivative addendum for µ. Then A[µ, α].
Proof. Let β be a ratio set with β * ⊇ α. Then β is also a derivative addendum for µ.
Proposition 7.20. Let β be a ratio set. Then B[{x −1 }, β, log].
Now β witnesses the fact that each term (j > 1) is ≺ the first term (j = 1), and β witnesses that first term (U 1 − U 2 )/x. So β witnesses the sum log(x + U 1 ) − log(x + U 2 ) and log(
Corollary 7.21. In the preceding proof, if β also generates x, then β generates log(x+
Proof. Now β generates U 1 and U 2 , so it generates U 1 −U 2 . If β also generates x, then it generates 1/x and (U 1 − U 2 )/x, and therefore β generates log(x+ U 1 )− log(x+ U 2 ).
Proposition 7.22. Let µ, β be ratio sets. Let b ∈ R and let L ∈ µ T µ be purely large,
Proof. We take the case b = 0. The case b = 0 is similar but easier.
Now β witnesses e Q 1 −e Q 2 and x b e L is a monomial, so β witnesses g(x+U 1 )−g(x+U 2 ). Continuing:
Proposition 7.23. Let µ ⊂ G small
• be a log-free ratio set. Let α be a Taylor addendum for µ. Then A[µ, α].
The proof is by induction on N . The case N = 0 is Corollary 7.19. Now let N > 1 and assume the result holds for N − 1. Let µ ⊂ G small N −1 be an exponent generator for µ. Then α is a Taylor addendum for µ. So by the induction hypothesis, A[ µ, α].
Let β be a ratio set with β * ⊇ α. Note that for all x b e L ∈ J µ , we have tsupp Proposition 7.24. Let T ∈ T, let α be a ratio set, and let A ⊂ G. Define
so by Proposition 7.20, we conclude β witnesses log(x + U 1 ) − log(x), log(x + U 2 ) − log(x), and log(x + U 1 ) − log(x + U 2 ); and log(x + U 1 ) − log(x) ∼ U 1 /x, log(x+U 2 )−log(x) ∼ U 2 /x, and log(
by Corollary 7.21 we conclude that β generates log(x + U 1 ) − log(x) and log(x + U 2 ) − log(x). Now define V 1 := (log(x+U 1 )−log(x))•exp and
• exp, and and
By the definition of B in terms of A, it follows that A · V 1 ≺ α 1 and A · V 2 ≺ α 1. We may apply B[A, α, T ] to conclude α witnesses
so β witnesses T log(x + U 1 ) − T log(x + U 2 ) . Continuing,
Corollary 7.25. Let µ ⊂ G small be a ratio set. Let α be a Taylor addendum for µ.
Proof. By induction on M , where µ ⊂ G •,M . Apply Definitions 7.1 and 7.14 using Propositions 7.23 and 7.24.
Together with Proposition 7.11, this completes the proof of Theorem 7.10. Is the addendum β constructed above much larger than necessary?
Corollary 7.26. Let µ, β ⊂ G small be ratio sets. Let B ∈ T β . Assume β is a Taylor addendum for µ, β * ⊇ µ, and (tsupp µ) · B ≺ β 1. Then β is an (x + B)-composition addendum for µ.
− L i and β witnesses the fact that this is ≺ 1. And e large(L i •(x+B)) = e L i = µ i is witnessed by β.
The non-witnessed version is a consequence. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that T ≍ 1, since subtracting a constant from T does not change the conclusion. Since x −1 ∈ tsupp T , from (tsupp T ) · U 1 ≺ 1 we conclude U 1 ≺ x. Similarly U 2 ≺ x. So x + U 1 , x + U 2 ∈ P. Let µ be a ratio set with T ∈ µ T µ , and let α be the Taylor addendum for µ. Choose β ⊇ α such that U 1 , U 2 ∈ T β , U 1 − U 2 ∈ β T, and
Then from Theorem 7.10(a) we conclude
Compositional Inverse
Notation: P = { S ∈ T : S ≻ 1, S > 0 }. The set P is a group inder the "composition" operation •. We assume associativity is known. The identity is x ∈ P.
Theorem 8.1. Let T ∈ P. Then there exists S ∈ P with T • S = x.
The proof proceeds in stages. See [11, § 5.4 .1], [6, Cor. 6 .25].
Proof. Write a = mag A. So a ≺ x. Let µ ⊆ G 0 be a ratio set that generates A, witnesses A, and witnesses x + A. In particular, a ≺ µ x. Now β := µ ∪ {x −1 } ⊂ G 0 is a Taylor We may now apply the fixed point theorem Proposition 6.1 to conclude there is B ∈ D such that B = Φ(B). That is: 
We may now apply the fixed point theorem Proposition 6.1 to conclude there is B ∈ D such that B = Φ(B). That is: Proof. Let N ∈ N be minimum so that T ∈ T N . The proof is by induction on N . The case N = 0 is Proposition 8.2. Now assume N ≥ 1 and the result is known for smaller values.
The induction hypothesis may be applied to x + A 0 , so there is B 0 with supp [7, Prop. 3.98 ], E ≺ x, and
Proposition 8.5. Let T ∈ T. Assume T ∼ x. Then there exists S ∈ T with S ∼ x and T • S = x.
Proof. If T is log-free, this follows from Proposition 8.
Proof of Theorem 8. 
for the compositional inverse of T .
Taylor's Theorem Again
The general order one Taylor's Theorem is deduced from the case ∼ x using a compositional inverse.
Proof. Because S has an inverse, there exist
Similarly (tsupp T ) · U 2 ≺ 1. Therefore by Theorem 7.27, x + U 1 , x + U 2 ∈ P and
Compose on the right with S to get S + U 1 , S + U 2 ∈ P and
Question 8.10. The witnessed version should be something like this:
Let µ be a ratio set, and let S ∈ P. Then there is a ratio set α such that: for all ratio sets β with β * ⊇ α, for all T ∈ µ T µ with T ≍ 1, and for all U 1 , U 2 ∈ T β with U 1 − U 2 ∈ β T, and
But deducing this from the special case in Theorem 7.10 would require a positive answer to Question 5.12. If that doesn't work out, then perhaps adapting the proof above (7.11 through 7.25) would be required.
Mean Value Theorem
Let us consider witnessed versions of it.
Fixed Upper Term
Proposition 9.1. Let b ∈ G, b = 1, S 1 , S 2 ∈ P, S 1 < S 2 be given. Let µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n } be a ratio set. Then there is a ratio set α such that: for every a ∈ G, if µ witnesses a ≺ b, then α witnesses a(
Proof. First, b = e B where B is purely large and nonzero. So B ≻ 1. Each
By [8, Prop. 4.10] , for each i we have
We take two cases.
and both extremes are positive, so combining this with (1) we get (2) . On the other hand, if B(S 2 ) < B(S 1 ), then
and both extremes are positive, so combining this with (1) we get (2) . This completes the proof of (2). Now let the ratio set α be such that: for each i, α witness µ i (S 1 ) ≺ 1, µ i (S 2 ) ≺ 1, and (2). Such α exists because this is only a finite list of requirements. Now let a ∈ G and let µ witness a ≺ b. We must show that α witnesses a(S 2 ) − a(S 1 ) ≺ b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 ). Now a = bg 1 g 2 · · · g J , where g j ∈ µ for all j and J ≥ Finally note that α witnesses that each of these terms is ≺ b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 ): Each term has one or more factors g j (S 1 ) ≺ α 1 or g j (S 2 ) ≺ α 1, and α witnesses 1, so we may apply Proposition 3.8 even if α does not witness b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 ). Corollary 9.2. Let B ∈ T, B ≍ 1, S 1 , S 2 ∈ P, S 1 < S 2 be given. Let µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n } be a ratio set. Then there is a ratio set ν such that: for every A ∈ T, if µ witnesses both B and A ≺ B, then ν witnesses A(S 2 ) − A(S 1 ) ≺ B(S 2 ) − B(S 1 ).
Proof. Let b = mag B, so b = 1. Let α be the ratio set of Proposition 9.1. Let β witness b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 ). Let ν = α ∪ β.
Let A be such that µ witnesses both B and A ≺ B. Now if g ∈ supp(A(S 2 )−A(S 1 )), then there is a ∈ supp A with g ∈ supp(a(S 2 ) − a(S 1 )). But then there is b 0 ∈ supp(B) with a ≺ µ b 0 µ b, so by Proposition 9.1 there is there is m ∈ supp(b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 )) with g ≺ ν m. And m ν mag(b(S 2 ) − b(S 1 )) = mag(B(S 2 ) − B(S 1 )). This shows that A(S 2 ) − A(S 1 ) ≺ ν B(S 2 ) − B(S 1 ).
Remark 9.3. The particular case b = x appears in [8, Prop. 4 .12]. The construction for ν from µ in that case: Let µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ n } and S 1 < S 2 be given. For each i, let α i witness:
Write V = µ p (S 2 )/µ p (S 1 ) and note V > 0, V = 1. Since α witnesses µ i (S 1 ) and µ i (S 2 ) for all i, by Propositions 3.3 and 3.9, α witnesses V . Next I claim
or equivalently µ i (S 2 ) − µ i (S 1 ) ≺ α V − 1. We prove this in five cases. Remark 9.5. In Case 4 in the proof for Theorem 9.4: Although µ i (S 2 )−µ i (S 1 ) ≺ α V −1 and V ≻ 1, we cannot conclude µ i (S 2 ) − µ i (S 1 ) ≺ α V . In fact, we cannot choose ratio set α that will achieve this. For an example: let µ = {µ 1 , µ 2 }, µ 1 = e −x , µ 2 = e −e x , S 1 = x, S 2 = 2x. Write ν i = µ i (S 2 )/µ i (S 1 ), so ν 1 = e −x and ν 2 = e −e 2x +e x are small monomials and ν = e e 2x −e x −jx , a monomial. So we have e −x ≺ α e e 2x −e x −jx for all j. This means α * contains all e −e 2x +e x +(j−1)x and is therefore not well-ordered. So we have a contradiction.
Remark 9.6. The following is not true: Given µ, S 2 , S 1 , there is α so that: if g ∈ J µ then α witnesses g(S 2 ) − g(S 1 ). This is a continuation of Remark 9.5. Let µ, S 1 , S 2 be as before. Let g = µ
2 . So g(S 2 ) − g(S 1 ) = e e 2x −2jx − e e x −jx . If α witnesses this, then e −e 2x +e x +jx ∈ α * . As noted, this is not possible for all j that this belong to the same grid α * .
Remark 9.7. The following is not true: Given µ, S 1 , S 2 , there is α so that: if A j converges µ-geometrically, then (A j (S 2 ) − A j (S 1 )) converges α-geometrically. This is another continuation of Remark 9.5. Let A j = µ 
